Results from an extensive profile database analysis of JET density profiles in H-mode, show that the density peaking factor n e0 /<n e > in JET H-modes increases as the effective collisionality ν eff ≈10 −14 RZ eff n e /T e 2 drops from ~1 at mid-radius to below 0.1 as expected for ITER. Density peaking is also strongly correlated with the Greenwald number N G , the particle outward flux Γ from the neutral beam source and T i /T e . The correlations with l i , q 95 , β N , ρ*, L Te , L Ti , the toroidal Mach number and its shear are weak or insignificant. Hmodes heated only by ICRH are on average only slightly less peaked than H-modes dominated by NBI, demonstrating that neutral beam fuelling can only explain a modest part (~20%) of the peaking. Scaling expressions involving ν eff , N G , RΓ/(n e χ) and T i /T e suggest that n e0 /<n e > may exceed 1.5 in ITER, providing a boost of fusion power of more than 30% for fixed β and N G with respect to the usual assumption of a flat density profile.
Introduction
The very existence of anomalous pinches leading to peaked density profiles has been established unambiguously in fully radio frequency-current driven L-mode discharges in Tore Supra [1] and TCV [2] . The view that density peaking in H-modes may also be a consequence of anomalous inward pinches has however been questioned in recent papers, on the basis that Hmode plasmas in the existing experimental database have a finite inductive field and are usually neutral beam fuelled [3] [4] [5] . Even the penetration of edge neutrals has been considered as a possible contributor to density peaking [5] . In this paper we show that neither of these mechanisms is sufficient to explain the existence of peaked density profiles in JET H-modes, making IAEA Tech. Workshop on H-modes and transport barriers, St.Petersburg, 27-31.9.2005, subm. special PPCF conference issue the conclusion of the anomalous nature of density peaking in H-modes at low collisionality inescapable. We then proceed to search for scalings of the peakedness of the density profiles suitable for extrapolations to ITER. The instrument of this investigation is a profile database of a wide variety of H-modes in JET, which contains equilibrium profiles from EFIT reconstructions, particle and power deposition profiles allowing steady state heat and particle balances to be computed for each of the 291 time-slice samples in the database. Table 1 shows the range of variation of the most important number of dimensional and dimensionless parameters, which encompasses the entire JET operational domain. Both conventional H-modes and 'hybrid' Hmodes, characterised by a wide core region with flat magnetic shear, are represented in the database.
This paper uses measures of peakedness such as the peaking factor n e (0)/〈n e 〉 and the normalised gradient at mid-radius, evaluated as R⁄L n =R[n e (0.3)-n e (0.7)]/[(r(0.7)-r(0.3))n e (0.5)], where R the major radius at the magnetic axis and r is the flux surface minor radius at the midplane.
The data presented are obtained from the JET far infrared interferometer (excluding the central vertical channel which is perturbed by the divertor plasma) and inverted using the SVD-I inversion method [6] [7] . This method uses the singular value decomposition of LIDAR Thomson scattering (TS) profiles to generate a different optimised set of basis functions for each discharge. Three basis functions were used for this work, but results are virtually identical when only the two most important basis functions are used. These reconstructions are also very similar to those obtained with an independent and simple, albeit less robust finite element reconstruction method using 5 localised overlapping triangle shaped basis functions [7] . Comparison of these methods with SVD-I (using n b =3 basis functions) provides an estimate of the reconstruction errors, given in table 2. These values are to be compared to the mean values over the dataset, 〈n e (0)⁄〈n e 〉〉=1.44 and 〈R⁄L n 〉=2.6 for SVD-I (n b =3). Following reprocessing of the LI-DAR raw data with an improved algorithm for stray light subtraction and a comprehensive recalibration, LIDAR TS measurements are now in good agreement with interferometry, although statistical errors remain larger than for interferometry. In the last column of table 2, we show the differences between SVD-I with n b =3 and LIDAR TS based measurements. We con- The majority of H-mode plasmas in JET are dominated by NBI heating and therefore have a core source of particles, which may be expected to contribute to sustaining density gradients.
The contribution of beam fuelling to the density gradients in steady state may be estimated as ∇n e /n e ) NBI =Γ NBI /(Dn e ). For a typical JET plasma with n e ∼5×10 19 m -3 and 10 MW of NBI heating, the fuelling rate is some 10 21 s -1 , of which some 40% are deposited inside r/a=0.5, corresponding to ΓNBI∼5×10 18 m -2 s -1 . Hence, in order to sustain a typical gradient ⏐∇n e ⏐⁄n e ∼1m -1 , D would have to be of order 0.1m 2 /s, a low value when compared to heat diffusivity. Unlike heat diffusivities, particle diffusivities cannot be obtained on a routine basis.
We therefore relate the beam fuelling contribution to the effective heat diffusivity χ=Q/(n e ∇T e +n i ∇T i )≈Q/(2n e ∇T e ), where Q is the total heat flux and gradients are understood as flux surface averages, as follows:
eq. (2) For entirely beam heated plasmas E b =Q/Γ BNI is the average beam energy (~90keV at JET).
For typical ⏐∇T e ⏐/T e~2 m -1 and T e~3 keV at mid-radius, D would have to be ~10 times smaller than χ in order to explain a density gradient ⏐∇n e ⏐/n e ∼1m -1 . For purely radio-frequency heated H-modes, an example of which is shown in fig.2 , only the Ware pinch or an anomalous pinch can contribute to density peaking. The contribution of the former can also be related to χ:
.
On fig.3 , we plot the flux surface averaged experimental ⏐∇n e ⏐⁄n e versus Γ NBI ⁄(χn e )+V W /χ, evaluated at mid-radius. The figure presents the data presented in ref [9] , supplemented by Hmodes dominated by radio-frequency (RF) heating in the power range 5-11MW. The symbols Broken: Interferometry, inverted using SVD-I [6] .
refer to classes of f nb =P NBI ⁄P TOT . The contribution of the Ware pinch is comparable to, or larger than, the NBI contribution only for P NBI <2MW corresponding typically to f nb <0.2. Considering also RF dominated discharges and RF-only discharges (stars in fig.3 ), it becomes plain that there is no obvious correlation between ∇n e /n e and Γ NBI ⁄(χn e )+V W ⁄χ. In addition, the magnitude of D/χ required would have to be implausibly low, ~10 -2 for RF-only H-modes! We conclude that the combined beam fuelling and Ware pinch are unable to account for the observed density gradients in the confinement zone, however beam fuelling may still be a significant contributor, depending on the real value of D/χ.
Dimensionless parameter interdependencies
We wish to construct dimensionless scaling expressions for R∇n e /n e at mid-radius and n e0 ⁄<n e >, using both empirical scaling parameters and parameters inspired by theory. The latter, R∇T e /T e , R∇T i /T i and R∇q/q correspond to the thermodiffusive and curvature pinches respectively [10] . The effective collisionality ν eff ≈10 −14 RZ eff n e /T e 2 governs drift wave stability and is predicted to influence the ratio of anomalous convection to particle diffusivity V/D [12] . β N and ρ e * are other key scaling parameters for drift wave driven transport and MHD stability. Instead of distinguishing between parameters for electrons and ions, we introduce T i ⁄T e , which is theoretically expected to be related to the nature of the drift instability (ITG or TEM) and have a strong influence on particle convection [10] . We also include RΓ NBI /(χn e ) and RV W /χ in an attempt to account for the source and the Ware pinch in the particle balance.
Although there is no parameter available which would be representative of the flux associated with edge fuelling at mid-radius, we expect from section 2 and [8] , the influence of edge fuelling on peaking to be small. (In the opposite case the scaling to ITER, where neutral penetration to the core would be lower still than in JET, would predict erroneously high peaking). The Greenwald fraction N G =10 -14 πa 2 n e /I p is not a 'canonical' dimensionless parameter, but has been included because it is a reference parameter for the ITER operation scenarios and displays a high degree of correlation with density peaking in H-mode. The toroidal Mach number M=V φ /(T e /2m i ) 1/2 , where V i is the ion toroidal rotation velocity measured by charge exchange spectroscopy and the radial shear of V φ , expressed as R⁄L Vφ =RdV φ ⁄(V φ dr) are also considered. Figs 4 and 5 show the peaking factor versus ν eff and N G respectively. Fig.4 confirms an earlier observation of a dependence of density peaking on collisionality on AUG [12] . On fig.2 we see that H-modes with no or little NBI heating are on average somewhat less peaked than dominantly NBI heated discharges. Altough some of these have ν eff close to the ITER target value, they differ by their lower β N~1 and lower T i /T e~0 .6. Also, ICRH dominated H-modes have small ELMs, unlike most of the NBI dominated discharges.
Scaling with dimensionless parameters
In table 4 we construct a series of scaling expressions of the form R∇n e ⁄n e =c 0 +Σc j p j , by including successively more parameters p j , starting with those most strongly correlated with R∇n e /n e , until the corresponding coefficients c j are too poorly defined for consideration and the standard deviation σ ceases to decrease. The intervals in the table correspond to 90% confidence. The last column provides the extrapolation to the ITER inductive scenario, assuming ν eff =0.06, N G =0.85, Γ=0, T i /T e =0.9. The statistical uncertainty on the extrapolations with the assumed model dependencies is essentailly the same as on c 0 . As above, local parameters are taken at mid-radius. We have substituted ν* for ν eff , with no significant change in the quality of the fits. Figures 6a & 6b show the fitted versus the experimental data for fits 7 & 9. The smaller number of points in the latter (115) is due to the fact that T i is only available for a subset of the whole database. Used separately, the three main parameters would provide conflicting predictions for ITER (fits no 1-3). However all combinations including ν eff lead to the expectation of fairly peaked density profiles in ITER, with R/L n typically around 3. The coefficient for the Ware pinch parameter RV Ware /χ is too poorly defined for this parameter to be included in the scalings. fig.3 . Fig. 6b Fit no 9 in table 3. Symbols as fig.3 .
When N G is included in a fit involving ν eff , the coefficient for N G is ill determined, suggesting that this parameter may not be an appropriate scaling parameter for density peaking. Dependences on q 95 and l i are to weak for these parameters to improve the fits. We verified this lack of a dependence on shear locally on R∇q⁄q in a subset of 51 samples with -0.5<R∇q⁄q <6.4, where q-profiles from EFIT reconstructions constrained by polarimetry were available.
The value of the coefficient for the particle flux parameter, RΓ/n e χ, can be interpreted as χ/D.
We note that, when T i /T e is introduced as a fitting parameter, the value obtained for χ/D drops from near 2.7 to 1.3. This can be understood from the twofold effect of NBI, which is to fuel, contributing to increasing the density gradients, and to increase the T i /T e ratio. An increase of T i ⁄T e is expected to shift the balance of the unstable drift modes away from TEM's towards ITG's. According to drift wave turbulence theory [10] , ITG's are characterised, in addition to a dominant inward anomalous curvature pinch, by inward thermodiffusion, whereas for TEM's, thermodiffusion is outward, leading to less peaking. The weakness of the dependences on shear and L Te however remains a puzzle. The sign for the coefficient of T i /T e is consistent with predictions, as is the value obtained for χ/D≈1.3, which is close to a theoretical value (3/2) for turbulent transport [10] . This value of χ/D is also within the range of χ/D T obtained from experiments using trace amounts of tritium puffed into a large variety of JET discharges [13] .
Note that χ/D≈1.3 is typically 2.5-5 times lower than used in JETTO Bohm-GyroBohm modelling [4] , which may explain why these simulations obtained satisfactory agreement for moderately peaked medium to high collisionality H-modes without having to introduce an anomalous pinch.
We offer scalings 8 and 9, which have the smallest σ, as the ones most representative of the density peaking behaviour, but note that N G in fit no 8 is of little influence. For comparison we also show fit 9', which is based on LIDAR TS, in italic in table 4. Table 5 provides fits for the peaking factor using the same parameters as for fits 9 and 9' in table 4. We believe that the main uncertainty of our extrapolations is to which extend core electron heating by a fusion α particles would destabilise TEMs, leading to a reduction of peaking [10] . The weak dependencies on R/L Te and T e /T i suggest this effect should be small, but the JET data here have not been obtained with dominant electron heating at β N~2 , as expected for ITER.
Possible benefits and drawbacks for ITER
Before attempting to quantify the benefit of peaked density profiles for ITER fusion performance, we ascertain with the help of the correlation matrix (table 3) that temperature profile peaking is not correlated with density peaking, nor with any of the above scaling parameters for density scaling. Instead, the pressure profiles become somewhat more peaked as ν eff drops.
Electron temperature profiles in the database have a degree of variability, with no obvious correlation with operating conditions. Instead of picking an arbitrary temperature profile for assessing the effects of density peaking on fusion performance, we therefore select the electron temperature profile most similar to the ITER simulation in ref. [11] , i.e.
T(0.95a)≈0.17T(0), scaled up to T(0)=18keV. The D-T fusion power is then calculated as assuming first a flat density profile (as in [11] ) for reference and then the whole range of density profiles observed experimentally, normalised such as to have the same N G . As the stored energy varies somewhat when the density profile is changed, the temperature profile is renormalised such as to conserve β and hence to remain within the restrictions of the operating scenario.
In fig.7 we see that the ratio of P DT from plasmas with peaked density profiles to that with the flat reference profile is almost entirely determined by the peaking factor.
Projections for ITER based on table 5 are   shown in table 6 , suggesting an increase in fusion power of more than 30%, (assuming no change of dilution by impurities). For the inductive scenario [11] , which is heated by 80MW of alpha particle heating and 40MW of auxiliary heating, corresponding to Q fusion =10, this means that most of the auxiliary heating can be replaced by the increased alpha heating power, leading to Q fusion >30
(assuming no change in confinement). A drawback of density peaking is an increased proneness to heavy impurity accumulation.
Whereas carbon density profiles from CXS remain close to flat irrespectively of collisionality [9] , core accumulation of laser ablated Ni has been observed in some discharges at ν eff~0 .1 [14] . On the downside we also have to consider that for fixed N G and β, density peaking unavoidably leads to a reduction of the pedestal density below the average density, by near 30% for the above ITER projections (table 6 ). This may affect divertor performance by making detachment more difficult. If however the density limit is linked to the pedestal density, rather than the line average density, a simple remedy is to raise the edge density to the target value with a corresponding temperature reduction to conserve β. In this case the effect of peaking is still beneficial, although somewhat less than at fixed average density (table 6) . Density peaking may provide a natural means to salvage core fusion performance (but not divertor performance) if the edge density limit drops to half of the expected value as expected from ref. [15] . 
